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 Ako si DR. DAMMANG S. BANTALA  na muling hinirang 
sa katungkulan bilang Pangulo ng Cotabato City State Polytechnic  
College ay taimtim na nanunumpa na tutuparin ko nang buong 
husay at katapatan, sa abot ng aking kakayahan, ang mga tungkulin 
ng aking kasalukuyang katungkulan at ng iba pang pagkaraan nito’y 
gagampanan ko sa ilalim ng Republika ng Pilipinas; na aking itataguyod 
at ipagtatanggol ang Saligang Batas ng Pilipinas; na tunay na mananalig 
at tatalima ako rito; na susundin ko ang mga batas at mga kautusang 
legal ng mga sadyang itinakdang may kapangyarihan ng Republika ng 
Pilipinas; at kusa kong babalikatin ang pananagutang ito nang walang 
anuman pasubali o hangaring umiwas.

 Kasiyahan nawa ako ng Diyos.

NILAGDAAN AT PINANUMPAAN sa harap ko ngayong ika-28 ng 
Enero, 2016 sa Quezon City.

DR. DAMMANG S. BANTALA

PATRICIA B. LICUANAN, Ph. D.
Chairperson

Commission on Higher Education

Republic of the Philippines
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION

PANUNUMPA SA KATUNGKULAN
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(Left to right) General Ramon Santos, Dr. Patricia Licuanan, Hon. Commisioner Ruperto 
Sangalang, Hon. Engr. Leopoldo Ochia and Hon. Atty. Hexshan Mabang
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CHED Chairperson Patricia B. Licuanan together with President Dammang S. Bantala as he 
signs the re-appointment.
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 In accordance with Section 6 of  Republic Act 8292, otherwise 
known as the “Higher Education Modernization Act of  1997”, 
including Sections 21, 25 and 27 of  its Revised Implementing Rules 
and Regulations, and by virtue of  Resolution No.  04-2016 , passed 
on the 28th  of  January, 2016 by the Cotabato City State Polytechnic 
College Board of  Trustees,

DR. DAMMANG S. BANTALA

is hereby re-appointed as President of  Cotabato City State Polytechnic 
College, Cotabato City commencing on 31 January 2016 until 30 
January 2020, with all the powers, rights, responsibilities and privileges 
appertaining thereto.

Quezon City, Philippines, 28 January 2016.

PATRICIA B. LICUANAN, Ph. D.
Chairperson

Commission on Higher Education

Republic of the Philippines
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION

A P P O I N T M E N T
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 Cotabato City State Polytechnic College (CCSPC) — School administrators, 
head offices and students of this city’s lone state college jointly welcomed Dr. 
Dammang S. Bantala’s re-appointment as college president last February 1, 2015 
at CCSPC Mini Park.

 Dr. Mocamad M. Macasayon, Vice President for Finance and Administration 
delivered his opening remarks and emphasized that Dr. Bantala’s strength and 
strong dedication are qualities that should be manifested by everyone.

 “Our college president is very strong. He manifested how an ideal president 
should be. With this, we will guarantee our support to his plans and programs.” 
Macasayon said.

 Further, deans and directors of each offices extended their words of 
commitment to the newly appointed Dr. Dammang S. Bantala.

 “The family of College of Education is always here to support your plans. We 
will work together to attain CCSPC’s vision and mission.” Dr. Tarhata S. Guiamalon, 
dean of College of Education said.

 Likewise, Dr. Abonawas M. Pendaliday, Vice President for Research and 
Extension presented Dr. Bantala for his re-appointment as college president and 
further recited the Commission on Higher Education (CHEd) Memo ordering 
Bantala’s extension of term.

 Meanwhile, Dr. Bantala delivered his message of gratitude to the entire 
CCSPC. He specifically mentioned the initiatives of different student leaders who 
continuously support his administration as college president.

 “I would like to say thank you to all student leaders who supported my plans 
and initiatives, now as my term extended, I hope that your support will still be 
there and always there.” president Bantala echoed.

 Bantala also said that collective works and initiatives of teachers and 
students are what CCSPC needed to improve and be a better school.

 “We have to work together, we have to uplift our commitment. Let’s care 
and love our school.” He ended.

CCSPC welcomes Bantala on his Re-appointment
by Mohammad Kapina



 We sometimes believe that maxims are parcels of possibilities or 
impossibilities. I was in the midst of contemplating and anticipating this 
question, what does it take to be an efficient leader? When a common maxim 
started to puzzle my mind and snagged my innocent hand to write this article. 
“Leaders always find a way to make things happen” this is what I have been 
talking about where I believe to be the best definition of an efficient leader. 
 Way back three years ago, when Cotabato City State polytechnic 
College had finally had its President. On the day of his investiture, he faced the 
whole academe and confidently saying “CCSPC will forever be a center of 
transformation” That was really captivating. I cannot ever forget the time when 
I was just a freshman student in this institution, thinking about what are the best 
things that this school will offer. However, there are lots of unjustified pessimisms 
that people from in and outside of the school hitch themselves where it’s very hard 
to eradicate. Out of everybody’s negativities, there is someone who is trying to 
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Dr. Bantala: The rising 
man of indulgence!

 
by John-Jeo L. Cejudo

 We sometimes believe that maxims are parcels of possibilities or impossibilities. I was 
in the midst of contemplating and anticipating this question, what does it take to be an ef-
ficient leader? When a common maxim started to puzzle my mind and snagged my inno-
cent hand to write this article. “Leaders always find a way to make things happen” this is what 
I have been talking about where I believe to be the best definition of an efficient leader. 

 Way back three years ago, when Cotabato City State polytechnic College had 
finally had its President. On the day of his investiture, he faced the whole academe and 
confidently saying “CCSPC will forever be a center of transformation” That was really cap-
tivating. I cannot ever forget the time when I was just a freshman student in this institution, 
thinking about what are the best things that this school will offer. However, there are lots 
of unjustified pessimisms that people from in and outside of the school hitch themselves 
where it’s very hard to eradicate. Out of everybody’s negativities, there is someone who is 
trying to prove himself that would certainly give not only changes but also development. 
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prove himself that would certainly give not only changes but also development. 
 To know him better, he is Dr. Dammang S. Bantala. The man whom 
we consider student-centered and a God-given gift to CCSPC who gives 
progressive development in this institution. Undeniably, we, members of the 
CCSPC academe, have already seen the foremost changes he gives. From 
physical development and so on, it helps the school to maintain itself as the 
center of transformation in central Mindanao and Autonomous Region in 
Muslim Mindanao. Now, CCSPC is continuously progressing; we have soon to 
rise academic buildings that will help the school to provide quality education, 
responsible teachers, and many things that will uplift the school to what we wanted 
it to be; All of these goodness come from the man of indulgence- Dr. Bantala.
 There is nothing wrong if we always dwell in maxims, because, sometimes, it 
reflects the authenticity of what we mean. What does it really take to be an efficient 
leader? Well, for me, there is someone who can really answer that confusion. He is 
the man whom I consider a rising man. As Dr. Bantala takes the quest of extending 
his term, I know there are people who will stop him, judge him and even criticize 
him. But I, the one who really believes that development truly exists in his term, will 
always push him and support for the extension of his administration. Let’s always 
think that if he will not be given extension, will the next president continue what 
he has done? Will we start again? Indeed, there’s no perfect man in the world, 
but one thing is for sure, there is always an agent of aptness and transformation.
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Performance Evaluation Committee
 interviews CCSPC Studes, Faculty Members

by Zahara A. Usman

 The affair continued at 1:00 pm with the former Vice-Presidents of Administration and 
Finance, Academic Affairs, and Research and Extension and lastly the College President.

9

Performance Evaluation Committee interviewed Cotabato City State Polytechnic 
College (CCSPC) students and faculty members for the re-appointment of Dr. Dammang S. 
Bantala, last January 11, 2016, Monday at CCSPC E-building.

 The aforementioned interview started at 8:30 am with the six administrative staff, twelve 
students from different colleges and organizations, nine faculty members of different colleges, 
nine deans including former deans of different colleges, Vice-Presidents of Administration and 
Finance and Research and Extension, five alumni who are not employed in the institution 
and two Community Representatives. The following are the members of the Performance 
Evaluation Committee:

1. Dr. Emerlinda R. Roman   Chairperson, Evaluation Committee
2. Dr. Maximo C. Aljibe               CHED Representative
       Member, Evaluation Committee
3. Dr. Sema G. Dilna    Faculty Representative
       Member, Evaluation Committee
4. Dr. Samson L. Molao    PASUC Representative
       Member, Evaluation Committee
5. Dr. Parida Chio    Member, Evaluation Committee
6. Ms. Carme Joy Almodal   Secretariat, Evaluation Committee  
7. Mr. Pastor T. Tagura    Secretariat, Evaluation Committee
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‘LHS 100  % K to 12 ready’, says Cuevas
by Suhaila Shahabuddin

 In line with the full 
implementation of Senior 
High School under K to 12 
Program for the school 
year 2016-2017, Dr. Philip T. 
Cuevas, the newly-installed 
principal of laboratory High 
School announced that the 
school is K to 12 ready!
 “Despite the challenges 
we have encountered 
in the application for the 
Senior High School like 
preparing the criteria and 
qualifying requirements 
given by the Department 
of Education, we have 
successfully prepared all the 
pertinent documents for SHS 
operations” Dr. Cuevas said.
 He also noted that 
though classrooms are to 
be identified, yet in the 

upcoming conference with the different directors of CCSPC. Moreover, the Senior High Scool 
Students may use some of the classrooms in the college which will not be occupied by the 
college students. They may likewise use the second and third floor of the Digs Building located 
at the back of the school.
 “In terms of the teaching force, we have already identified teachers who will be teaching 
in the senior high school. Specifically, these teachers are those who participated in the national 
training for trainers for K to12 last 2013 up to this year in Manila and Cebu City. We will also be 
having seminar-workshop for them” he stressed.
 Dr. Cuevas also elaborated that the school offers academic and sports tracks. Under 
the academic track, is the two strands: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
(STEM) and General academic Strand (GAS). With these tracks, the school has successfully 
affiliated with the golden lace, Mc Donalds and STI.
 “By next school year, we hope to offer another two more tracks. We will try our best to 
offer Technical Vocational Livelihood and ABM”, he added.
 Lastly, Dr. Cuevas said that the Department of Education shall be subsidizing SHS fees. 
The senior High School Voucher Program through DepEd Order 46, series of 2015, states that 
all grade 1o completers of public JHS are qualified voucher recipients and will receive the full 
value of the voucher. The voucher shall cover two years. A student may face disqualification 
from the voucher if he or she drops out in the middle of the school year and does not re-enroll 
the following school year.
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by Junaira A. Angas
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Born to be a 
leader
“One doesn’t always have to possess 
earthshaking talents, just common 
sense and love will do.” – anonymous

 As the cliché goes, in every successful man, 
there is a loving woman behind him. But for me, 
in every successful agency is a strong woman 
behind. Feminist as it may seem, but this is what 
I observed for the past five years of serving my 
Alma matter, College of education in particular. 
 

 I was in the midst of my busy schedules for the day when my attention was caught by a woman who 
at that moment is presently talking to one of her subordinates. She sounds so strict and terror sometimes 
however, has a lot of contributions for the betterment of the college. A very responsible woman worthy to 
be emulated. To know her better, let us take a glance of her educational and professional qualifications.
 

 She is a graduate of Bachelor of Secondary in Industrial Education major in Food Trade at CC-
SPC on March 1996. A holder of Master of Arts in Industrial Education Management  and a Doctor of 
Philosophy major in Educational Administration at CCSPC, a Sharia Lawyer, a Commission on Higher 
Education (CHED) XII Regional Quality Assurance Team (RQUAT) Assessor, and an Accrediting Agency of 
Chartered Colleges in the Philippines (AACUP) accreditor. The woman I am talking about is no less than 
our very own newly elected college Dean, Dr. Tarhata Solaiman - Guiamalon. Dr. Guiamalon is an Asso.
Prof. 3 and presently the Dean of the college of education, after serving the said college as chairman 
last S.Y. 2011-2013. She also served as the chairman of CCSPC Graduate College on S.Y. 2013-2015. 
 
 “As the newly elected dean, my two-year development plan is first to strengthen the instruction 
here in our department so that the Licensure Examination for Teachers (LET) passers will increase. I believe 
that to be able to materialize this, we will have to also toughen the instruction through sending our faculty 
members to development seminars. A lot of good plans are on my way but these will only be possible 
with the help of our present administration and of the Almighty Allah of course” Dr. Guamalon said. She 
also stressed that being able to run this kind of institution successfully, one doesn’t need to be so intelli-
gent. Having passion, dedication, and love to work coupled with a little bit of common sense is enough. 
 
 After having a talk with Dr. Guiamalon, I therefore conclude that it is real-
ly not the earthshaking talent that talks, but just love and common sense will really do. 

by Junaira A. Angas
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 Cotabato City State Polytechnic College (CCSPC) - Sheikh Jassim Al-Sharah, chairman of the Philippine 
Representative of TAWASUL Global Center for Civilization and Interaction (GCCI) of Kuwait pledged to help and 
work for a better CCSPC on a visit to the institutions last January 22, 2016. The visit of the Chairman was facilitated 
by Dr. Teng Alim, the President of TAWASUL in the Philippines.
 Shiek Jassim pledged to donate financial assistance for the rehabilitation of Islamic building and Islamic 
textbooks to CCSPC.
 “Inshaallh, we will work for a better Cotabato City State Polytechnic College. The nation of Kuwait is always 
there to help and build peace to the world,” Sheikh Jassim said. Dr. Dammang S. Bantala, CCSPC President said 
that the visit of Sheikh Jassim Al-Sharah was taken successfully and positively.
 “Sheikh Jassim promised financial support for the rehabilitation of Islamic Building and we took that as a 
positive outcome. He even encouraged us to visit Kuwait.” Dr. Bantala said.
 The said visit also tackled the possibility of sponsoring scholarship both faculty members and students. 
 “Sheikh Jassim further added that we have to come out and present a clear agenda and plan fo r the 
scholarship program for the faculty and students of CCSPC to be presented to GCC1,” Dr. Bantala added.
 This is the second time Sheikh Jassim Al- Sharah visited the Cotabato City State Polytechnic College. The 
last visit happened on May 2013.
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Let us work for a better Cotabato State University 
Sheikh Jassim Al-Sharah

by Mohammad K. Kapina
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CCSPC president Attends The last ASEAN 
SUMMIT CUM TRADE and CULTURAL EXPO

Nakagawa speaks on the possibility of donating 
a building for CCSPC

by Instr. Hydie G. Parone
 The CCSPC President Dr. Dammang S. Bantala attended the last ASEAN plus 2 Academic 
Summit Cum Trade and Cultural Expo last October 14, 2015 at the University of Northern 
Philippines.
 The said summit was attended by the Presidents and Representatives of the different 
institutions from the different parts of the Philippines as well as representatives coming from 
Indonesia, Thailand, Cambodia, Malaysia and Spain.
 In the summit, the attendees agreed and were committed to meet and discuss the 
urgency of regional mutual cooperation to respond to global challenges particularly in the 
field of education and culture. 

 Mr. Takayuki Nakagawa, Secretary of the Japanese Embassy, First Secretary Senior 
Adviser or Reconstruction and Development of Mindanao, Member of the International Team 
working for Peace Process in Mindanao, visited CCSPC on February 9, 2016 and graced the 
opening of the 92nd foundation anniversary and spoke on the possibility of establishing a 
partnership with CCSPC in terms of the structural development of the school.

 Dr. Estrella Padilla Alvarado Cantallopez 
was the Director of the Cotabato City State 
Polytechnic College (CCSPC) Community and 
Extension Services before she was designated as 
dean of the Graduate College. She is a holder 
of the following degrees; Bachelor of Arts Major 
in Sociology, Minor in English (Notre Dame of 
Jolo College,Jolo,Sulu-Academic Scholarship) 
Master of Arts in Language Studies (Xavier 
University, Cagayan de Oro- MAED Scholarship), PhD in Peace and Development (Notre 
Dame University-Faculty Scholarship)(Completed Academic Requirements in Master of Arts in 
Education Major in Peace Education)In addition, the new dean has had extensive training in 
the following:Basic and Advanced Research (Ateneo de Manila University Philippines Social 
Science Council Scholarship)College Teaching (Centro Escolar University FAPE scholarship) 
Community Decelopment (Asian Social Institute Manila – NDU Administrators Development 
Scholarship) and Academic Community Extension (SEARSOLIN, Xavier University).
 Dr. Cantallopez is currently busy with complying the requirements for the Level III – Phase 
2 accreditation of the Master of Science in Agricultural Extension. She considers this as the 
biggest challenge of her deanship specially that Level 3 – Phase 2 accreditation of the MAEd 
and MPA had already been achieved during the deanship of Dr. Sema G. Dilna now Vice 
President for Academic Affairs.

New GC Dean, New Challenge:
the woman of full splendor

New GC Dean, New Challege: 
the woman of full splendor
 Dr. Estrella Padilla Alvarado Cantallopez was the Director of the Cotabato City State 
Polytechnic College (CCSPC) Community and Extension Services before she was desig-
nated as dean of the Graduate College. She is a holder of the following degrees; Bach-
elor of Arts Major in Sociology, Minor in English (Notre Dame of Jolo College,Jolo,Sulu-Ac-
ademic Scholarship) Master of Arts in Language Studies (Xavier University, Cagayan de 
Oro- MAED Scholarship), PhD in Peace and Development (Notre Dame University-Faculty Scholarship)
(Completed Academic Requirements in Master of Arts in Education Major in Peace Education)
In addition, the new dean has had extensive training in the following:Basic and Advanced 
Research (Ateneo de Manila University Philippines Social Science Council Scholarship)
College Teaching (Centro Escolar University FAPE scholarship) Communi-
ty Decelopment (Asian Social Institute Manila – NDU Administrators Development 
Scholarship) and Academic Community Extension (SEARSOLIN, Xavier University).

 Dr. Cantallopez is currently busy with complying the requirements for the Level III – Phase 2 ac-
creditation of the Master of Science in Agricultural Extension. She considers this as the biggest chal-
lenge of her deanship specially that Level 3 – Phase 2 accreditation of the MAEd and MPA had already 
been achieved during the deanship of Dr. Sema G. Dilna now Vice President for Academic Affairs
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LAMBAT-SIBAT Volunteerism Reaches CCSPC
by Shariffa Ainie M. Abatayo
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 January 33, 2016 at 
the Cotabato City State 
Polytechnic College 
( C C S P C ) A u d i o - V i s u a l 
Room (AVR), the Philippine 
National Police (PNP)
conducted its orientation 
on Threats to National 
Security and Lambat-Sibat 
Volunteerism which was 
attended by the CCSPC  
President Dr. Dammang 
S. Bantala, the deans and 
chairmen from the different 
colleges, faculty members 
and student leaders and 
organization such as 
the TORCH, the Student 
Supreme Organization 

(SSG) and others.
 The orientation was headed by Police Superintendent 
Raul S. Supiter, Officer-in-Charge(OIC)-City Director, 
Cotabato City Police Office (CCPO),Police Senior 
Inspector Rowell  Zafra, Chief Police Community Relation, 
CCPO and Police Senior Inspector, Rustom T. Pastolero, 
OIC  Intelligence Section and nine other Police Officials.
 The said activity aims to raise the awareness of 
civilians and decrease the number of crime rate specifically 
to turn crime-prone zones into crime-free zones. These 
OPLANS are well-planned deployment of police forces in 
a given area supported by police actions which include 
OPLAN KATOK, BAKAL, GALUGAD, SITA and intensified 
serving of warrants among others.
 Attendees were provided with identification cards 
which they can use to register in order to be volunteers of 
PNP LAMBAT –SIBAT operations. Questions and clarifications 
were politely answered by the police officers present.  
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COOPERATION PROTOCOL
between

ISTANBUL AYDIN UNIVERSITY
And

COTABATO CITY STATE POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE

ISTANBUL AYDIN UNIVERSITY                    COTABATO CITY STATE POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE

Istanbul Aydin University (Turkey) and Cotabato City State Polytechnic College (Philippines) believing 
that the process of the university education can be enriched and international understanding 
strengthened, and wishing to establish relations between the two institutions, hereby agree to 
cooperate with each other in areas of common interest as follows:

1) The participating institutions shall endeavor to promote collaboration through a broad range of 
activities such as: 
 a. Student exchanges;
 b. Student admission procedures and conditions;
 c. Acceptance of the approved coursework and credits;
 d. Summer Study Abroad Programs;

e. Faculty exchange for short-term and, as funding and other circumstances permit, longterm                     
visits;

 f. Collaboration on research projects; organizing joint seminars, conferences;
g. Joint and dual degree projects in regard with associate/undergraduate/graduate programs, 

and curriculum articulation and development projects to this end.

2) The terms of cooperation for each specific activity implemented under this Cooperation Protocol 
shall be mutually discussed and agreed upon in writing both parties in a separate agreement, prior 
to the initiation of that activity. Any such implementation agreements will form appendices to this 
Cooperation Protocol.

3) Financial and/or funding consideration shall become the subject of specific discussion and agreement 
within the framework of separate implementation agreement. No financial commitment whatsoever, 
on the part of either signatory to this general document, is intended and implemented.

4) The Cooperation Protocol shall remain in force for a period of 5 (five) years from the date of the last 
signature, with the understanding that it may be terminated by the appropriate authorities of either 
party in writing, unless an earlier termination date is mutually agreed upon. The Cooperation Protocol 
may be amended or extended by mutually written consent of the authorities of the two parties.

5) The Cooperation Protocol as outlined in this document is meant to describe the nature and 
cooperative intentions of those institutions involved and suggest guidelines for cooperation. Nothing, 
therefore, shall diminish the full autonomy of either institution, nor may constraints be imposed by 
either upon the other.

Prof. Dr. Yadigar İZMİRLİ   Dr. Dammang S. Bantala

Rector       President
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Mindanao Universities and Istanbul Aydin 
University Sign Cooperation Protocols

 At the sidelines of the first Eurasia Higher Education Summit (EURIE) held in Istanbul on 
17-19 February 2016 at Halig Congress Center in Istanbul, Turkey, the Presidents of three (3) 
universities and one (1) state college, all from Mindanao, namely Dr. Macapado Muslim 
of Mindanao State University; Dr. Maria Luisa Soliven of Central Mindanao University; Dr. 
Milabel Enriquez-Ho of the Western Mindanao State University, and Dr. Dammang S. Bantala 
of Cotabato City State Polytechnic College signed respective cooperation protocols with 
Istanbul Aydin University on 18 February 2016.
 Commission on Higher Education Chairperson Dr. Patricia B. Licuanan, who led the 
Philippine delegation to EURIE, stood as witness to the signing of the protocols. Officials from 
the Embassy of the Philippines led by Ambassador Maria Rowena Mendoza Sanchez along 
with Minister and Consul General Robert O. Ferrer, Jr. were also present during the signing of 
the Protocol, which stipulate collaboration in various fields of educational activities such as 
student and faculty exchanges, joint research projects, seminars and conferences, among 
others.
 The signing took place during the delegation’s campus tour at Istanbul Aydin University 
upon the invitation of the President of the University Board of Trustees, Dr. Mustafa Aydin who 
was represented by the university Rector, Prof. Dr. Yadigar lzmirli at the signing of the protocol. 
Prior to the signing, the university presented a brief background about the university. The 
delegation was given a brief tour of the university’s top-of-the-line facilities at its institute of 
Health Sciences and the Institute of Natural and Applied Sciences. The University Library and 
Dentistry department were also visited.
 The Philippine delegation also met with two (2) Filipino students at Istanbul Aydin University 
namely, Ms. Irene Soriano and Ms. Nihaya Casar.

(Left to right) Filipino student Ms. Irene Soriano and Ms. Nihaya Casar, Istanbul Aydin University Rector Prof. Dr. 
Yadigar lzmirli,. CHED Chairperson Dr. Patricia Licuanan, and Philippine Ambassador to Turkey Maria Rowena 
Mendoza Sanchez. (Photo courtesy of Mrs. Jackie Lou C. Ong)
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(Clockwise from top left) Dr. Macapado Muslim of Mindanao State University; Dr. Maria Luisa Soliven of Central 
Mindanao University; Dr. Milabel Enriquez-Ho of Western Mindanao State University; and Dr. Dammang S. Bantala of 
Cotabato City State Polytechnic College sign Cooperation Protocols with Istanbul Aydin University represented by 
the University Rector, Prof. Dr. Yadigar lzmirli. Also in the photos is Commission on Higher Education Chairperson 
Dr. Patricia Licuanan who led the Philippine delegation delegation to the Eurasia Higher Education Summit (EURIE) 
2016 held at Halic Congress Center on 17-19 February 2016. (Photos courtesy of Mrs. Jackie Lou C. Ong)

(Below) The Philippine delegation and the Philippine Embassy team led by Dr. Patricia Licuanan and Ambassador 
Maria Rowena Mendoza Sanchez, with the Management Team of Istanbul Aydin University led by University Rector 
Prof. Dr. Yadigar lzmirli after the signing of the Protocols. (Photos courtesy of Mrs. Jackie Lou C. Ong)
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  NEWS
MOA for HWPL-Peace 

Academy Signed
By Shariffa Abatayo

 Last January 25, 2016 
chairman Man Hee Lee of the 
Heaven Culture World Peace 
Restoration of Light (HWPL) and 
chairwoman Nam Hee Kim 
of the International Womens’ 
Peace Group (IWPG) VISITED THE 
Cotabato City State Polytechnic 
College (CCSPC) for their 24th 
World Peace Tour to sign the 
Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA) stating the establishment 
of HWPL-Peace Academy.

 The signing was witnessed 
by the different deans and ad-
ministration officers such as Dr. 
Arbaya H. Boquia, dean of the 
College of Arts And Sciences, 
Dr. Tarhata S. Guiamalon, dean 
of the College of Education,Dr. 
Abonawas  m. Pendaliday, Vice 
President for Research and Ex-
tension , and Dr. Mocamad 
M. Macasayon Vice President 
for Administration and Finance 
who had the chance to talk 

with the visitors before signing.
Upon asking how the chairman 
and chairwoman find the city of 
Cotabato, Chairwoman Kim stat-
ed “It is like a flower that will blos-
som and shine out through the 
world”. As they were signing the 
MOA, president Bantala proudly 
shared thet CCSPC is a soon-to-
be university which the visitors 
cordially answered with a smile. 
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by Shariffa Abatayo
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 Last January 25, 2016 chairman Man Hee Lee 
of the Heaven Culture World Peace Restoration of 
Light (HWPL) and chairwoman Nam Hee Kim of the 
International Womens’ Peace Group (IWPG) VISITED 
THE Cotabato City State Polytechnic College 
(CCSPC) for their 24th World Peace Tour to sign the 
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) stating the 
establishment of HWPL-Peace Academy.
 The signing was witnessed by the different 
deans and administration officers such as Dr. Arbaya 
H. Boquia, dean of the College of Arts And Sciences, 

Dr. Tarhata S. Guiamalon, dean of the College of Education,Dr. Abonawas  m. Pendaliday, 
Vice President for Research and Extension , and Dr. Mocamad M. Macasayon Vice President 
for Administration and Finance who had the chance to talk with the visitors before signing.
 Upon asking how the chairman and chairwoman find the city of Cotabato, Chairwoman 
Kim stated “It is like a flower that will blossom and shine out through the world”. As they were 
signing the MOA, president Bantala proudly shared thet CCSPC is a soon-to-be university 
which the visitors cordially answered with a smile. 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN

COTABATO CITY STATE POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE, PHILIPPINES
AND PEOLES COLLEGE OF PATANI, THAILAND

In the name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful

Hereby both the above mentioned institutions recognize this Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) would 
be of mutual benefit and would serve as an indication of continued interest to develop the following forms of 
cooperation:

a) Joint PEACE research activities and PEACE mediation Trainings ;
b) Exchange of information, not limited to exchange of library materials but includes research publications;
c) Exchange of faculty members for the development of both faculties;
d) Exchange of community services; including exchange of social-cultural activities; and Both parties understand
     that all financial arrangements will have to be negotiated and will depend on the availability of funds.

Details for the implementation of specific projects will be mutually developed.

In the event where both parties formalize the above mentioned academic,training and research collaboration, 
the parties have agreed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) of which the MoU has a binding effect on both 
parties. This MOU shall commence on Februaty 20, 2016 - February, 21, 2019. It will be renewed upon the mutual 
consent of the two parties.

Signed in Cotabato, on February 20, 2016

For       For
COTABATO CITY STATE    PEOPLE’S COLLEGE OF PATANI
POLYTECHNIC COLLGE,
PHILIPPINES

DAMMANG S. BANTALA, Ph.D   MR. WAE-ISMA-AEL NAESAE
    President                      Director
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Engr. Kamilan, the New CETC Dean
 For the second time in his teaching profession in. Cotabato City State 
Polytechnic College, Engr. Norodin Mua Kamilan was designated as the new 
dean for the College of Engineering, Technology and Computing (CETC) 
beginning January 2016. The designation of his position is in relevance with the 
Re-organization of Dr. Dammang S. Bantala among the CCSPC Faculty and 
Administrative Staff for the university status to be awarded soon to the said 
college.
 The 44-year old young dean joined CCSPC as a Civil Engineering 
Instructor in 1996. Before becoming the dean of CETC in 2006, Engr. Kamilan 
held other positions in the college that shaped him up to be an effective leader. 
He was appointed as the Chairman of the Civil Engineering Department for the 
program of BSCE from 2004 to 2006. It was his first designated position from being 
a typical faculty of his college department, His managerial position continued when he was appointed as the 
Chairman of the Technical Working Group (TWG) for Infrastructure. It was in 2006 when his position as chairman 
was uplifted to dean and led the college for five years until 2011.
 As for his new designation at present as the dean of CETC, his role would be responsible for the 43 full-
time faculty members in three departments: Civil Engineering, Industrial Technology and Information Technology, 
as well as with the thousand populations of undergraduates. Engr. Kamilan had sketched out plans already for 
the CETC department, these are: (1) acquire more laboratory equipment for BS Civil Engineering; (2) acquire 
more computers to cater different courses with computer laboratory (i.e. computer literacy); (3) implement 
the Outcome Based Education (OBE) curriculum for BSCE and BS InfoTech; (4) aligned BS Industrial Technology 
curriculum with the Philippine Association of Colleges and Universities of Industrial Technology (PACUIT); (5) offer 
additional engineering courses (i.e. mechanical, electrical and petroleum, and mining engineering) when this 
institution becomes university. 
 “Sir Den” or “Nords”, as he is called by his friends and colleagues, is married to Engr. Emraida A. Kamilan 
has three children. He was a graduate of Notre Dame University with the degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil 
Engineering on April 1993. Currently, he is pursuing his Masters degree in Engineering Program at the University 
of Southeastern Philippines (USEP) in Davao City and is expected to earn the degree within this year. The 
ambidextrous engineer is best described as a “techie” or “technophile” person who’s always updated with 
the latest releases of gadgets, software, movies and other online media stuff. His co-faculty illustrate him as 
handsome, kind, intelligent, diligent, approachable, hardworking, punctual, soft spoken or speaks calmly, no 
matter how hard the situation is, silent-type, helpful and solves problems well, thinks others first before his self, 
people and goal oriented, good manager, loves discovering novel things, and a music lover.
Now. CETC is looking forward for the better changes and further development for the success of its college goals 
through the leadership of Engr. Kamilan.
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DEANS COLLEGE
Zainudin M. Kusin, Ph. D. College of Agriculture and Fisheries
Farida K. Dimalen, MSF College of Forestry
Engr. Norodin S. Kamilan College of Engineering, Technology and Computing
Tarhata S. Guiamalon, Ph. D. College of Education
Teresa N. Pia, Ph. D. College of Business and Public Administration
Arbaya H. Boquia, Ph. D. College of Arts and Sciences
Estrella A. Cantallopez, Ph. D. Graduate College

DIRECTORS OFFICE
Rosemarie D.R. Josue, Ph. D. Research
Samsia I. Beduya, Ph. D. Extension
Pastor T. Tagura, MBA Financial Management Services
Noraini B. Mabang, Ph. D. Academic Related Services
Engr. Susa A. Elias Planning and Development Office
Armia U. Ebrahim, Ed. D. Guidance and Testing Office
Edgar A. Boquia, MAT-PE SPEED
Abdillah S. Lidasan NSTP/CWTS
Lingki G. Nul, MPA Public Information Office
Ma. Rhodora V. Jovellano, MPA Business Center
Engr. Grace E. Parilla General Services
Kundo M. Pahm, Jr., Ph. D. – Candidate Institutional Accreditation (Quality Assurance)
Norodin D. Salam, Ph. D. External and International Relations
Teresita C. Merced, Ph. D. Alumni Relations
John A. Allesa Management Information System
Salindatu T. Abdillah, MAT Socio-Cultural Affairs

CHAIRPERSONS PROGRAM
Tarhata S. Guiamalon, Ph. D. (Concurrent) Graduate Education
Jaimelyn L. Ututalum, Ph. D. Graduate, Peace and Development
Taugan S. Kikay, Ph. D. Graduate, Public Administration
Amino L. Usop, Ph. D. Candidate Graduate, MS Extension Education
Perla P. Pasaol, Ph. D. CA, BS Agriculture
Engr. Elena O. Biado, MPS CA, BAT
Nasrudin A. Buisan, Msc. CA, Agri-business
Ma. Ramona L. Tamayo, MFT CFi, Fisheries
Danny B. Dimalen CFo, Forestry
Engr. Benjamin L. Cabañog, MPSDM CETC, Civil Engineering
Ruwaida A. Abas, MIS CETC, Information Technology
Engr. Zaldy U. Bualat, MAT CETC, Civil and Electrical Technology
Marilyn G. Billones, Ph. D. CEd, English
Maryjane R. Belgado, MS Mathematics CEd, Mathematics
Divina L. Malcontento, MAEd CEd, BTTE
Ma. Louina U. Jailani CEd, TLE
Saudi Abubakar, MAIS CEd, Islamic Studies
Norodin D. Salam, Ph. D. (Concurrent) CBPA, Business Administration
Baina M. Kikay, MPA CBPA, Public Administration
Saima A. Dalantay, MAEd CAS, Science
Arbaya H. Boquia, Ph. D. (Concurrent) CAS, Language
Juwairiya U. Lingga, MPS CAS, Social Science
Norkaina C. Samama, MTSW CAS, Social Work
Rochelle Kathleen Angelica C. Malixi CAS, Psychology
Medzar S. Awali, MPA CAS, Community Development

Dammang S. Bantala, Ph. D. - College President
Sema G. Dilna, Ed. D.  - Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs
Mocamad M. Macasayon  - Acting Vice President for Administration and Finance
Ding G. Dalamban, MPS-DM -  Chief Administrative Officer

CCSPC ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF

Radzata A. Abdulgani - Executive Secretary


